1980 kawasaki 750 ltd

Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review
Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List
related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the
respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web
uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle
catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other motorcycle.
Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Compare US insurance
quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's
top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at
Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of
related motorbikes before you buy this Kawasaki. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read
the riders' comments at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair
costs, etc. You can also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the
future. And advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome to
read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for this Kawasaki bike. You can also
compare bikes. Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja Model Ltd. Make BMW. Model F ST. Approx miles.
Always garaged. Near perfect condition. Maintained at BMW Seattle. Never dropped. Make
Suzuki. Model Dr-Z Has rack and fender eliminator kit. Selling because I just don't ride it
anymore. Make Yamaha. Mostly freeway miles. Brand new battery. Model Ltd Model Kz LTD.
Pulls hard and fast! Model Vulcan - Classic. With lots of financing options available for all types
of credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to financing. Financing
and warranties available on most models for ease of purchase and peace of mind. Make Custom
Built Motorcycles. I converted the rear suspension to a mono shock set up. I also built a new
custom subframe where all the electronics are hidden under the seat. There is a ton of
handmade touches on this bike! The headlight bracket also pulls double duty as a dashboard,
and has turn signals built in. All the electronics are new. New Dyna ignition, with coils. The gas
tank is scalloped and painted to match. The forks are newly sealed. I'm sure I am leaving out a
lot. If you have any questions, just let me know. You can find a lot more detail on my website
Swerve Customs. Again any questions, just shoot them my way. Model KZ In line four cylinder
engine, stepped LTD seat. This one is in nice stock condition. What this means is that it runs
and rides just as it should. A nice clean "unmolested" bike. These bikes are getting hard to find
in good, stock running condition. This one has been fully serviced, runs and rides just as it
should. We have installed new tires, both front, and rear!! The fork seals have just been
replaced in our service department. We go through all of our used bikes to make sure that they
are ready to ride!! Each bike goes through rigorous inspection, cleaning and examination before
we feel comfortable considering it a part of our inventory and available for sale. Once we are
through with our thorough inspections and cleanings and the bike has been approved for sale,
we photograph it from all angles. The picture views assure to our clients that the bike is in good
condition and there are no flaws to hide, which is important to both us and to our online buyers.
Be sure to check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!!
Both bikes run great, carbs rebuilt and the red one has new paint job. Will sell separate. Original
19, mi. Fastest production bike in , 42 miles to the gal, mi to a tank. I have boxes of other
original parts and a kawasaki shop manual. I just don't use it as much as I would like to and
would like to see it go to someone with a passion for vintage bikes. Bike is being sold as is, no
joy rides. Very fast and smooth. Serious inquires only. Only 8, miles on this vintage classic
beauty. Original paint, original seat cover, original tool kit and original exhaust. All still in great
condition. Everything electrical and mechanical works as it should. Runs, shifts and rides
almost like new. Tires are in great shape. This is a best candidate for a restoration. All original
stickers seem to be in place. Tank is like new inside. Back side of headers are almost spotless.
Bike will go to the new owner with a clear title. Please look at all the pictures carefully and you
will see how clean this bike is. A good detail and some metal polishing will really go a long way
toward restoration. Not many Kawasaki's out there unrestored and this clean in original
condition. The paint has a few marks which you can see in the pictures. The seat has a few cat
claw punctures which you can see in the pictures. Kawasaki NOS hand grips both have be
installed but they do not show in the pictures. Looks and feel much better now!! This bike in
time will only increase in value. Don't let it get away. Make us an offer. Ask any questions you
may have. Below is a DropBox link with about additional pictures. Copy the link and paste it in
your browser. We have plenty of secure storage and we understand it takes time to line up a
shipper. We have several shippers we can recommend. We strive for 5 Star ratings in all our
listings. We want you to be satisfied with your purchase and we try to represent all our items as
accurately as possible. As with all motor vehicles, this bike is sold as is, where is with no
warranty. We do offer a money back guarantee if you are not satisfied upon your personal

inspection before shipping. Alamo Heights, TX. Huntington Beach, CA. Ridgefield, WA.
Gloucester, VA. Olmos Park, TX. Cripple Creek, CO. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Ltd. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ninja Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ltd. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ltd
Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Custom Built Motorcycles. I converted the rear
suspension to a mono shock set up. I also built a new custom subframe where all the
electronics are hidden under the seat. There is a ton of handmade touches on this bike! The
headlight bracket also pulls double duty as a dashboard, and has turn signals built in. All the
electronics are new. New Dyna ignition, with coils. The gas tank is scalloped and painted to
match. The forks are newly sealed. I'm sure I am leaving out a lot. If you have any questions,
just let me know. You can find a lot more detail on my website Swerve Customs. Again any
questions, just shoot them my way. Make Kawasaki. Model KZ I bought this bike out of storage
a few years ago with less than 3,mls on the clock it currently has 10,mls. It was properly stored
with no rot or rust. There is very minor pitting on some chrome parts. It was kept in non-op
status so it still has the original yellow on blue CA plates a plus for a collector's bike.
Unfortunately the tool kit is missing. After I bought it I trucked it straight to the local Kawasaki
dealer and had the following done by their chief mechanic who has worked on UJMs since the
eighties: Rebuilt carbs, replaced air filter, adjusted valves, replaced plugs and wires, replaced
chain sprockets needed no attention , flushed case and replaced with synthetic oil blend,
drained and replaced fork oil, installed new fork seals, installed new brake seals front and rear
drained and refilled brakes master cylinders and brake lines front and rear , installed new brake
pads front and rear , mounted and balanced new tires and installed new battery. I added a Rifle
sport fairing, painted and pinstriped to match, which looks like the fairings Kawasaki installed
on some Kawasaki UJMs during the period. If you are considering this bike to make it into a
bobber it would be downright criminal. It's complete, pristine and worth far more in its original
condition than if it was butchered. I'm not interested in trades full or partial. This is strictly a
cash sale. No exceptions. Model KZ In line four cylinder engine, stepped LTD seat. This one is in
nice stock condition. What this means is that it runs and rides just as it should. A nice clean
"unmolested" bike. These bikes are getting hard to find in good, stock running condition. This
one has been fully serviced, runs and rides just as it should. We have installed new tires, both
front, and rear!! The fork seals have just been replaced in our service department. We go
through all of our used bikes to make sure that they are ready to ride!! Each bike goes through
rigorous inspection, cleaning and examination before we feel comfortable considering it a part
of our inventory and available for sale. Once we are through with our thorough inspections and
cleanings and the bike has been approved for sale, we photograph it from all angles. The
picture views assure to our clients that the bike is in good condition and there are no flaws to
hide, which is important to both us and to our online buyers. Be sure to check out brennys dot
com for this, and lots of other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!! Starter is bad but will catch enough
to start the bike. Clean title and ready to be fixed up and rode. Model Kz Brand new tires, rebuild
forks, no dents, never laid down. Runs and rides great! Make Honda. Model CRF50F. How many
thousands of beginners have had their first taste of motorcycling on a Honda 50? Hundreds of
thousands, for sure. And for adults, the CRF50F makes sense too: an adjustable throttle limiter
lets you tailor the power to the appropriate skill level, and the proven reliability means more
time riding and less time taken up by maintenance and repairs. Be A Responsible Rider: All
parents need to consider their youngsters' age, size, ability and maturity before allowing them
to ride. Make Harley-Davidson. Yes, we still have one! If a is not your thing, try this on for size!
Very nice bike, 90 percent restored, mostly just needs detailed. Many new parts, rear tire, new
chain and both sprockets, new paint, runs great! Is a excellent ride. Health keeps me from riding
so need to sell. Make me a offer. Needs a front tire to roll,the one on it is shot and flat. No title
but
2017 silverado owners manual
chryslerminivan forum
1999 chevrolet s10 blazer
have info on previous owner and can sign a bill of sale. The titled bike is the one pictured
outside. Classic KZ idles fine once warm. Approximately 14k miles on this lightly used classic.
Carburetors rebuilt in , fresh paint, everything new. The bike has always been garage kept. In
excellent condition and a great conversation piece at bike nights and car shows. Bought new
bike and it no longer gets ridden. Someone needs to enjoy it. Will consider trades motorcycles,
dirt bikes or trucks only. Let the good times roll. Thousand Oaks, CA. Lawrenceville, GA. Rocky
Ford, CO. Winter Springs, FL. Waterford, MI. Alamo, CA. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully
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